What makes a good bird food?
Choice of ingredients, their quality, cleanliness, and the way they are blended, the recipe.

Does this matter?
Birds are vulnerable and need good food, correctly produced, nutritionally excellent, and above all, clean. Every meal they take impacts on their lives and ability to cope.
That’s the ornithological reality. The commercial reality is that truly excellent food outsells all others and commands a premium price, even in the sort of commoditised market which bird food has become. Genuine brands which represent, and deliver, high values, win every time.

My company has been making bird foods since 1880. This was a time when farmers and seed producers knew how to select and clean and blend seeds to get the best results. This knowledge, now rare to non-existent elsewhere, is at the heart of what we do at Johnston & Jeff, and it’s allowed the present generation of Johnstons to build the most significant brand in this market.

Key points:
- we are one of the very few manufacturers in the UK
- we’re a British company - in fact, a Yorkshire company
- everything is managed and produced in-house
- this includes our wood products – all designed and made in our own woodshop
- for our bird foods, we source seeds and ingredients for quality and correctness, not price – including the growing of certain crops to our own specifications
- we clean our seeds and feeds exhaustively - this is unique in this industry
- each one of our blends is to our own formulation, and each formulation is designed to produce the correct level of nutrition
- even our basic blends are formulated and produced to a higher standard than many of the [so called] premium blends you can get from others
- AND our packaging is clear, distinctive, with very high visibility, highly differentiated, with tick boxes headlining key benefits, all adding up to proven strong consumer appeal
- furthermore, Johnston & Jeff is not only a large-scale manufacturer with national distribution, but has the resource and knowledge and capacity to develop small scale and interesting niche products on limited, small scale runs, and to order
- Ours is a unique company in this industry. History, knowledge, commitment to quality, and a commitment to producing highly differentiated premium products - the best you can get.

Richard Johnston, MD
Nobody sets up a wood shop just to ensure that the quality of bird tables is right, would they.

Johnston & Jeff would – and has done.

Part of the Johnston & Jeff extensive manufacturing site is a completely equipped and fully functioning wood shop, making the Company’s own range of bird and animal products.

Why? Of wood products with the Johnston & Jeff name on them, Richard Johnston MD says “The only way we, Johnston & Jeff, could produce such products to the same quality standards of our foods, was to make these ourselves. If it’s got the Johnston & Jeff name on it, then it has to match the very highest standards. For us, there’s no other way.

“There’s plenty of cheap, badly made imported products on the market if you want such stuff. But you only have to compare it with ours to understand where we’re going with this – the company’s ethos is premium and quality, and translate that into wooden products and you get a range that’s built to last, handmade, and by craftsmen, with critical details such as mitred joints, pacified screws for longevity, and hand dipped using a water-based non-toxic stain. We’re proud of what we’re doing.

“And as a result we now have the capability and the capacity to do anything in wood. As a manufacturer we can produce bird tables, nest boxes, chicken coops, rabbit hutches, planters, anything - and indeed any large scale bespoke work.”
BLEND S WITH INCREASING LEVELS OF NUTRITIONAL VALUE FROM THE STANDARD MIX FOR WILD BIRDS, WHICH IS A THOROUGHLY GOOD AND SOUND MIX, RIGHT UP TO PREMIUM, THE VERY BEST.

Wild Bird Food
Composition: wheat, black oil sunflower, split maize, red dari, various small seeds, natural groats, white millet, vegetable oil.
Sizes: 1kg, 2kg, 12.75kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: W1, W2, W12, WBF
feed-all-year blend to attract a wide variety of birds
nutrient rich
minimum of 8 ingredients
groats not oats

Superior Wild Bird Food - with fruit
Composition: sunflower hearts, split maize, red dari, wheat, natural groats, white millet, black rape, peanut granules, currents, aniseed, vegetable oil.
Sizes: 1kg, 2kg, 12.75kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: SW1, SW2, SW12, SWIL
higher nutrition
minimum 11 ingredients
husk-free = no waste
and with extra fruit for blackbirds
Good for a variety of birds including Tits, Bramblings, Finches, Dunnocks, Buntings, Sparrows, and Linnets

Premium Wild Bird Food - Wheat Free, with Suet
The very best.
Composition: sunflower hearts, natural groats, white millet, red dari, split maize, canary seed, wild seeds, white dari, peanut granules, berry suet pellets, insect suet pellets, vegetable oil, aniseed oil.
Sizes: 1kg, 2kg, 12.75kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: P1, P2, P12, WILP
top nutrient levels
minimum 13 ingredients
husk-free = no mess, no waste
Attracts a wide variety of birds such as Starlings, Nuthatches, Blackbirds, Yellow Hammers, Wiens, Siskin, Finches and Chaffinches

12.75KG AND 20KG BAGS
GENERALLY FOR THE HIGHER VALUE CUSTOMERS WITH LARGE GARDENS
Essential Blend for Spring & Summer

Composition: sunflower hearts, pinhead oatmeal, millet, groats, niger seed, rapeseed, oyster shell, red dand, split maize, suet pellets with insects, suet pellets with berries, wild seeds, dried mealworm, vegetable oil, aniseed oil.

Sizes: 1kg, 2kg and 12.75kg

Codes in size order: SASP1, SASP2, SAS12

✓ seasonally specific
✓ provides essential nutrients
✓ with oyster shell

Virtually all birds love this blend

High Energy No Mess

Composition: sunflower hearts, berry suet pellets, insect suet pellets, fruit suet pellets, peanut suet pellets, peanut granules, mealworms, vegetable oil.

Sizes: 1kg, 2kg and 12.75kg

Codes in size order: HE1, HE2, HE12

✓ no grow
✓ husk-free = no waste
✓ highest energy
✓ feed all year
✓ and especially at times of stress

Suits most birds

Robin and Songbird

Composition: sunflower hearts, pinhead oatmeal, peanut granules, white millet, dried mealworms, vegetable oil.

Sizes: 1kg, 2kg and 12.75kg

Codes in size order: WROB1, WROB2, ROB12

✓ no mess
✓ with mealworms
✓ an all year premium blend

Especially good for small and slender beaked species such as Wrens, Pipits, Mistle Thrushes, Linnets, and of course, Robins
**Niger Seed**

Sizes: 1kg, 4.5kg and 12.75kg

Codes in size order: NIGP1, NIGP4, NIG12

- Easily digestible
- Correctly graded
- Oil and protein rich
- Use special LJ feeder

Excellent for: Tits, Finches and Siskins.

**Black Oil Sunflower Seeds**

Size: 1.25kg, 12.75kg

Code: NEWBSP1, BS12

A big favourite with many species including Blue Tits, Bramblings, Chaffinches, Dunnocks, Gold Finches, Great Tits, Sparrows, and Yellowhammers.

**Peanuts**

Sizes: 1kg, 2kg, 12.75kg and 20kg. Also in 25kg as imported sacks

Codes in size order: PALP1, PALP2, NUTSTA12, NUTSTA20, NUTSTA25

- Selected varieties
- Correctly graded
- Aflatoxin tested
- Free from mould, dust, muck and infestation

We do 3 types of whole, shelled peanuts. They differ by oil content, calorific value and therefore protein level.

Country of origin for all our types can vary because of different harvesting periods but nothing is allowed which comes below our high grade Standard Peanut.

**Sunflower Hearts**

Sizes: 1kg, 2kg, and 12.75kg

Codes in size order: D1, D2, SH12

- Bakery standard
- From black oil sunflower
- Correctly graded

From the sunflower which contains the highest levels of oil and therefore energy. Our sunflower hearts are also put through a sorter machine which uses lasers to colour detect any black husk still remaining so producing a uniform and totally husk free sample.

Virtually all birds will take these with the exception of maybe Pipits and Wrens but these may go for these if mealworms and insects are not available.
INDIVIDUAL SEEDS AND FEEDS

Monkey Nuts
Sizes: 650g. Also in 12.5kg as imported sacks
Codes in size order: MKP1, NUTMONCH
✔️ Aflatoxin tested
✔️ Free from mould, dust, muck and infestation
Splendid for feeding all types of Tit.

Peanut Granules
Size: 2kg, 12.75kg
Code: NUTG2, NUTGRAN12
✔️ Excellent source of vitamins, minerals, trace elements
✔️ High in oils and proteins
✔️ The finest grade
Ours are the finest grade we can get, chopped as small as possible and then screened to eliminate any larger pieces and especially to ensure whole nuts don’t get into the mix.
Suitable for virtually all birds including Wrens and Pipits, and especially good for fledglings.

Wild Finch
Composition: nigeseed, wild seeds, safflower, hempseed, canaryseed, red millet, linseed, black rapeseed, vegetable oil.
Sizes: 2kg, 12.75kg
Codes in size order: WF2, WF12
✔️ Very high in oils
✔️ A wonderful mix of seed types
✔️ Highly palatable
Specifically developed for wild finches such as Siskins, Redpolls, Goldfinches, Greenfinches, Buntings.

Mealworms
Sizes: 100g tubs, 100g packs, 500g packs, 1.5kg packs, 12.55kg boxes
Codes in size order: MW1 [tubs], WORM1, WORM5, WORM15, WORM12
✔️ Superb source of high energy proteins
✔️ Essential all year round feeding
Absolute favourite. Robins and Blackbirds just love these and so do many other species especially insect eaters like Mistle Thrushes.
Fat Rings
High energy suet with raisins or sunflower seeds
Types: Raisin Ring, Sunflower Ring
Sizes: 200g
Codes: FRR24, FRS24
Raisin Ring is suet and raisins and 579 kcal
Sunflower Ring is suet and sunflower seeds and 600 kcal
complete with cord for hanging
All suet and fat products are excellent for Finches, Tits, Bramblings, Woodpeckers, Nuthatches, Robins, Starlings, Wrens and Tree Sparrows.

Coir Bell with Mealworms
High energy blend of suet and mealworms
Sizes: 250g
Code: FCB
545 kcal
blend of suet and mealworms in a coir pot complete with cord for hanging
**SUET FOODS**

**Sunflower Heart**
- Size: 550g
- Code: FSH5
- Have a Heart! Feed the birds!
  - big chunky heart made of sunflower heart chips
  - birds attack these with great vigour and take in huge amounts of energy
  - 589kcal
  - complete with cord for hanging

**Fat Feast**
- Types: Fat Feast, Raisin, Mealworm, Sunflower
- Codes in type order: FC24, FCR24, FCM24, FCS24
- Size: 200g
  - natural half coconut shells filled with high energy suet and extras
  - 520kcal to 595kcal

**AND NOW – THE BIG ONES**
- perfect for putting on a JJ bird table for a birdy buffet
- use the JJ fatball feeder for the 500g RolyPoly
- astonishing and glorious food for our wild birds

**RolyPoly 500g**
- Code: FRP5
- In ready-to-display box of 30

**Jumbo RolyPoly 1000g**
- Code: FRJP
- In ready-to-display box of 16

**SUET FOODS**

**Sunflower Heart**
- Size: 550g
- Code: FSH5
- Have a Heart! Feed the birds!
  - big chunky heart made of sunflower heart chips
  - birds attack these with great vigour and take in huge amounts of energy
  - 589kcal
  - complete with cord for hanging

**Fat Feast**
- Types: Fat Feast, Raisin, Mealworm, Sunflower
- Codes in type order: FC24, FCR24, FCM24, FCS24
- Size: 200g
  - natural half coconut shells filled with high energy suet and extras
  - 520kcal to 595kcal

**AND NOW – THE BIG ONES**
- perfect for putting on a JJ bird table for a birdy buffet
- use the JJ fatball feeder for the 500g RolyPoly
- astonishing and glorious food for our wild birds

**RolyPoly 500g**
- Code: FRP5
- In ready-to-display box of 30

**Jumbo RolyPoly 1000g**
- Code: FRJP
- In ready-to-display box of 16

**all our Suet products and Fatballs come in shelf-ready boxes**
SUET FOODS

Suet Pellets

Red: pellets with berries
1kg pack code SPB1 and 5kg pack code SPB5
Yellow: pellets with insects
1kg pack code SPI1 and 5kg pack code SPI5

an excellent and nutritious food, high in calories and very easily digested –
ideal for both young and adult birds
particularly important for insect-eaters, but most birds just love them, even
Wrens, Woodpeckers and Nuthatches
best fed from a Hanging Basket and/or Suet Pellet feeder to make sure that
birds are first to get at this important food

Berry and insect suet pellets are also available in 12.75kg bulk packs.
Additional flavours also available in 12.75kg bags are peanut, mealworm or fruit.

Suet blocks

With bugs and berries
Sizes: 300g blocks. In packs of 12
Code: SBB
With added extras so each block
is high in antioxidants and has
extra vitamin C

With worms and insects
Sizes: 300g blocks. In packs of 12
Code: SBW
With added extras so each block
is high in invertebrate protein

Extra value multi pack
Sizes: pack of 5 mixed suet blocks
Code: SBM5

Suet and Fruit

Sizes: 3kg and 6kg tubs
Codes in size order: PFSF3, PFSF
Suet blend: A blend of 4 types of highly nutritious suet pellets – berry,
insect, peanut and fruit.

4 SPECIAL RECIPES FOR EXTRA ENERGY AND NUTRITION

to be fed as extras to the usual feed all suet blends are readily taken by all birds
feed from a JJ suet pellet feeder, hanging basket or any of our bird tables
HIGH ENERGY FAT BALLS

Our fat balls are made with suet, cereals and seeds and to the same exacting standards as our mixtures. They are specially formulated to attract birds, and to fortify, feed and nourish them. No other fatballs come close. With Johnston & Jeff, it’s the recipe that counts and the ingredients which matter.

**Sizes:** 100 x 90g, 50 x 90g tub, 50 x 90g box
**Codes in order as stated:** FBB100, FBB50, FBB50B

- the key ingredient in fat balls is suet
- suet is pure refined animal or vegetable fat and is one of the most concentrated, easily metabolised instant energy foods for wild birds and a source of much needed nutrients

**Sizes:** 500g, wrapped, in packs of 24, 6 x 90g wrapped, 25 x 90g in a carry handle bag
**Codes in order as stated:** FBB1, FBS6, FBS25

- correctly made Fatballs do not contain anything other than suet and extras such as seeds
- they provide much needed energy for the birds and are an acceptable substitute for insect protein, which is lacking from a wild bird’s diet in winter
- this may be a relatively simple and inexpensive food but that doesn’t mean we should compromise either the ingredients or the recipes

All our Suet products and Fatballs come in shelf-ready boxes.
These are the only bird tables of this kind. Each comes in either 2 or 3 parts. Unique.

Table tops are sold separately. They can either be fitted to a wall bracket [2 parts], or bought with a pole and foot [3 parts].

Either way, our tables are easy to carry, easy to take home, and easy to put together.

With the 2 parter, the top is screwed to the bracket shelf – screws supplied.

With the 3 parter, the pole slots into the specially designed foot – designed for robustness and stability.

And there are pilot holes and screws just in case someone wants extra rigidity.

The top fits to the pole with a bolt and wingnut [all supplied]. This simply needs tightening to hold it in place.

Riley Slate
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 365H, 355W, 420D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Roof: gable style, in slate
Number of sections: 3
Code: RILEYSLATE

Special Feature
Both the Riley Slate, and its counterpart, the Riley, have Perspex sides which keep the seed in place (and dry) and fill the tray as the birds empty it. So these tables can take a lot more seed, and do not need to be filled quite as often.

Riley
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 365H, 390W, 395D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Roof: gable style, in wood
Number of sections: 3
Code: RILEY

Greenway
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 550H, 385W, 385D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Roof: pyramid, slate
Number of sections: 3
Code: BTA
Alnwick
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162 mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 310H, 365W, 380D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Roof: gable, wood
Number of sections: 3
Code: BTK

Drummond
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162 mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 330H, 350W, 420D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Roof: gable, slate
Number of sections: 3
Code on a stand: BTB
Code in a planter: BTCP

Chatsworth
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162 mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 550H, 385W, 385D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Roof: gable, slate
Number of sections: 3
Code on a stand: BTB
Code in a planter: BTGP

Tabletop
Wood colour: light.
Pole length: 1162 mm
Table top dimensions [mm]: 45H, 345W, 345D
Foot size [mm]: 290H, 650W, 650D
Number of sections: 3
Code: BTH

Wall Bracket
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 275H, 150W, 295D
Code: MOUNT1

Wall Mounted Drummond
Code: BTDW

Wall Mounted Chatsworth
Code: BTGW

Ground Feeder Tray
Fine mesh feeding tray
Wood colour: light
Dimensions [mm]: 100H, 440W, 350D
Code: GFT
NEST BOXES MADE FROM 15MM SAW FALLING REDWOOD FOR GOOD INSULATION AND PROTECTION FOR NESTING BIRDS. A NON-TOXIC WATER-BASED STAIN IS USED FOR LONGEVITY.

**Multinester**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 190H, 170W, 120D
Code: NEST11S
30mm hole suitable for Tits, Sparrows, Nuthatches, Redstarts and Flycatchers.

**Robin**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 210H, 236W, 120D
Code: NESTROBIN
Open fronted design for Robins, Blackbirds, Flycatchers and Wagtails.

**Classic**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 245H, 120W, 180D
Code: NESTTIT
30mm hole suitable for Tits, Sparrows, Nuthatches, Redstarts and Flycatchers.

**Double**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 800W, 400D
Code: P80

**Triple**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 1200W, 400D
Code: P120

**Classic**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 400W, 400D
Code: P40

**Built to last, handmade, and by craftsmen...**

**Classics**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 210H, 236W, 120D
Code: NESTROBIN
Open fronted design for Robins, Blackbirds, Flycatchers and Wagtails.

**Double**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 800W, 400D
Code: P80

**Triple**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 1200W, 400D
Code: P120

**Built to last, handmade, and by craftsmen...**

**Classics**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 210H, 236W, 120D
Code: NESTROBIN
Open fronted design for Robins, Blackbirds, Flycatchers and Wagtails.

**Double**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 800W, 400D
Code: P80

**Triple**
Wood colour: light.
Total size [mm]: 360H, 1200W, 400D
Code: P120

**Built to last, handmade, and by craftsmen...**
FEEDERS

THE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE WAY TO FEED WILD BIRDS

A range of 10 feeders with specific features for each type of feed. They're strong, well-made, very good quality and thoughtfully designed:

- Stainless steel handles
- Carbon-steel fitted lids
- Poly carbonate tube
- Powder-coated perches
- Strong, well made, rust resistant, no sharp edges - and astonishingly well priced for the excellent quality.
- Carbon-steel bases, sloped, with drain holes so any water drains away
- Diamond-shaped wire – small enough to keep Sunflower Hearts in place

The range: feeders for Niger Seed, Peanuts in 2 sizes, Seed in 2 sizes, Fat Balls, Suet Blocks, Suet Pellets, Sunflower Hearts, and another ingenious design, the Hanging Basket.

Plus a complete feeding station for 3 hanging feeders with extra water bowl and food basket included.
Peanut feeder
Specially designed feeder for peanuts
Code: Large F004, Standard F003
- Carbon-steel fitted lid and base, carbon steel tube and powder-coated perches
- Stainless steel handle
- 2 sizes: small with 20cm tube and large with 30cm tube

Seed feeder
Specially designed feeder for all types of seeds and seed blends
Code: Large F002, Standard F001
- Carbon-steel fitted lid and base, polycarbonate tube
- Powder-coated feeding ports, and stainless steel handle
- 2 sizes: small with 20cm tube and large with 30cm tube

Sunflower hearts feeder
Specially designed feeder for sunflower hearts
Code: F006
- Carbon-steel fitted lid
- Stainless steel handle
- A good size base also in carbon steel
- The tube is of diamond-shaped wire and the diamond design is of a size small enough to keep the hearts in place
- 20cm tube

Suet pellet feeder
Specially designed feeder for suet pellets
Code: F007
- Carbon-steel fitted lid and base
- A polycarbonate tube over a carbon steel tube
- Powder-coated perches
- The outer tube holds the pellets in place and keeps them dry, and the birds feed from the lower mesh-like section
- 25cm tube

Niger seed feeder
Specially designed feeder for Niger seeds
Code: F005
- Carbon-steel fitted lid and base
- Polycarbonate tube and powder-coated perches
- Stainless steel handle
- 20cm tube
**Fat ball feeder**
Specially designed feeder for Fat Balls

*Code:* F008
- Carbon-steel fitted lid and metal base, a powder-coated carbon steel wire tube, and stainless steel handle
- Plus an integral tray to catch the crumbs
- The tray is designed so that the water drains away when it rains
- 22cm tube

**Suet block feeder**
Specially designed feeder to hold suet blocks, with integral tray to catch the crumbs and strong steel casing to help keep the food away from predators

*Code:* F009
- Carbon-steel base, and a 1.6mm powder-coated carbon steel wire cage, plus carbon steel hanging chain
- 12cm x 12cm casing, 19cm length tray

**Feeding station**
Specially designed complete feeding station for 3 hanging feeders with extra water bowl and food basket included.

*What’s different?* This has a very particular type of “foot”, with a central spear and 4 additional fixing points, making this the most stable design of its kind.

*Code:* F011
- Very easily put together – no tools needed
- Stable and safe with double interlocking fork system and 5 fixing points
- With tough plastic water bowl
- And wire mesh basket feeder
- Designed so that cats can’t climb it
- Boxed (the Station is made up of 11 pieces)
Hanging basket
Hanging feeder with adjustable lid

Code: F010

- Specially designed to help keep the food dry, and also – because of the micro mesh tray – make sure that the food doesn’t get damp or stale
- An excellent way to feed seeds and mealworms, crumbles and suet pellets, crumbled fat balls and sunflower hearts
- With see-through strong plastic domed lid, and carbon steel wire mesh base/feeding tray
- Comes complete with micro mesh tray, clear plastic domed lid, hanging hook, hanging pole, black plastic fastener and Allen key
- Comes boxed
- 28cm high when fully extended

NUTRITIONALLY BALANCED
SPECIFIC BLENDS
CORRECTLY GRADED
CLEANED TO 99.9% PURITY
WE DO A WIDE RANGE OF BLENDS AND SEEDS FOR THESE SPECIES,
MAINLY FOR THE SPECIALIST AND FOR SPECIALIST RETAILERS.
OF THESE, 3 ARE IN PRE-PACKS.

**Expert Budgerigar**
Composition: 50% canary seed, white millet, panicum millet, red millet, vegetable oil.
Sizes: In 1kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: BU1, EXP
✓ species specific
✓ 50% canary seed
✓ 3 types of millet
Canary seed, which we use for our blends for Budgerigars, and other small seed eating Psittaformes and Finches because of its palatability and appropriateness [they love it!] is higher in ash, oil, and phosphorus but lower in fibre than concentrations common in say, peas or beans. It also has higher concentrations of all eight essential amino acids than wheat or corn. so a 50% blend with mixed millets makes this mix of supreme quality. Used by many top winners and breeders.

**Canary Favourite**
Composition: canary seed, black rapeseed, linseed, niger seed, hempseed, yellow biscuit.
Sizes: In 1kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: MC1, FAV
✓ with essential oil seeds
✓ and yellow biscuit
✓ balance of super-food canary seed with black rapeseed, hemp, linseed, niger seeds and egg biscuit
Traditional blended seed mix for canaries with oilseeds and yellow biscuit. Designed as a complete feed and particularly suitable for pet birds.

**Foreign Finch**
Composition: panicum, white milletseed, canary seed, vegetable oil.
Sizes: In 1kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: FF1, FOR
✓ species specific
✓ 50% panicum millet
✓ nutritionally balanced
✓ highly nutritious blend of panicum, white milletseed, canary seed, and vegetable oil
50% panicum millet (small seed) and soft, digestible white millet means this highly nutritious mix is excellent for small topical finches. These birds need a high % of the correct millets for the right nutrient levels.
Aviary Foods

Our commitment to species specific foods, and to breeders, is shown in multiple offerings in larger bags such as:

- Champions Choice Budgerigar
- Super Budgerigar
- Standard Budgerigar
- Utility Budgerigar
- Mixed Millets
- Continental Budgerigar
- Canary Breeder
- Canary Light/Show without rape
- ABZ Finch Mix
- British Finch
- Aviary Mix
- Quail Mix
- Budgerigar Type 22
- Scottish Type 88
- Canary Type 44
- Seed For Soaking

Nutritionally Balanced
Specific Blends
Correctly Graded
Cleaned to 99.9% Purity
WE DO A WIDE RANGE OF BLENDS AND SEEDS FOR THESE SPECIES, MAINLY FOR THE SPECIALIST AND FOR SPECIALIST RETAILERS. OF THESE, 5 ARE IN PRE-PACKS.

No 1 Parrot Food
Composition: striped and white sunflowerseed with safflowerseed, whole maize, pale skin peanuts, monkey nuts, pine nuts, chillies, flaked maize, flaked peas, puffed maize, puffed wheat, naked oats, buckwheat, and red dani.
Sizes: In 2kg and 12.75kg
Codes in size order: NO1P2, NO112
- minimum 16 ingredients
- with puffed cereals
- and pina nuts
- traditional base food mix, made to an enhanced formula

African Grey Low Sunflower Blend
Composition: 5% white sunflower, safflower, groats, red dani, white dani, hemp, buckwheat, wheat, polly rice, pumpkin seed, flaked peas, flaked maize, puffed wheat, papaya, banana, pineapple, apricot, coconut, brazil nut kernels, walnut halves, peanuts, pine nuts, chillies.
Sizes: In 2kg and 12.75kg
Codes in size order: LSAG2, LOWSUN
- 5% sunflower
- 20% fruit
- minimum 24 ingredients
- no monkey nuts
- blend of at least 24 ingredients specially for the smaller beaked Parrots

Large Parrots Low Sunflower Blend
Composition: medium striped and white sunflower, safflower, whole maize, groats, pumpkin seed, flaked peas, flaked maize, puffed maize, puffed wheat, papaya, banana, currants, pineapple, apricot, coconut, dates, brazil nut kernels, walnut halves, peanuts, pine nuts, soft shell almonds, chillies, rosehips, carrot.
Sizes: In 2kg and 12.75kg
Codes in size order: LSLP2, LSLP12
- 14% sunflower
- over 50% fruit and nuts
- minimum 25 ingredients
- no monkey nuts
- low fat high nutrition blend for all larger Parrot species

Items such as micronised peas and puffed wheat and maize give a sweeter taste and are easier to digest than the raw equivalent. For all larger Parrot species including the large Macaws, Black Cockatoos and Moluccans.
Premium Parrot Fruit

Composition: medium striped and white sunflower, safflower, whole maize, goats, pumpkin seed, flaked peas, puffed maize, papaya, bananas, currants, pineapple, apricot, brazil nut kernels, walnut halves, peanuts, monkey nuts, pine nuts, chillies, rosehips, carrot.
Sizes: In 2kg and 12.75kg
Codes in size order: PF2, PF12
✓ minimum 22 ingredients
✓ over 50% fruit, nuts and veg
✓ 10 fruit and nut types
an extraordinary Parrot mix, designed to be the best there is, exactly what our birds need for richness, nutrition, palatability and interest
Suitable for: Macaws and large Hookbills, African Greys, Amazons and most Parrot types except Galahs (we do a special blend for Galahs).

Cockatiel and Big Parakeet

Composition: white and red millet seed, small striped sunflower, white sunflower, canary seed, safflower, hemp seed, groats, buckwheat, paddy rice, and vegetable oil.
Sizes: 1 kg and 20kg
Codes in size order: CK1, COC
✓ species specific formula
✓ nutritionally balanced
✓ correctly graded
✓ designed to provide all the necessary nutrients for a basic diet for optimum health, vigour and feather quality
This is specially formulated for these small Parrot species and is a complete foodstuff, It is rich in digestible proteins and oils.

Parrot and Parakeet Foods

Additional species specific foods are all packed in Johnston & Jeff livery.
Fruity Parakeet 12.75kg
Parakeet 20kg
Galah 12.5kg
Lovebird 20kg
Traditional Parrot 12.75kg
Mixed Pulses 12.5kg
We support conservation projects, whether that be a Parrot in the Amazon or a Sparrow in the UK. We support the Parrot Society specifically because of its research and conservation work.